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1. Word classes 

Words can be divided into different classes/categories. In all LAN, at least Verbs and Nouns are 

distinguished, and in many LAN other categories, too, e.g. adverbs, adjectives and prepositions. 

 

Informal semantic description of categories (what elements belonging to a particular class have in common 

with respect to their meaning) 

 “Verbs express an action, process or state” 

 “Nouns are the name of a person, place, or thing” 

 “Adjectives are words which express a property” 

However, consider the following sentence: 
Jane was upset because an unexpected problem with the manual’s availability implied that the risk in case of a fire was high. 

upset – seems to express a state. Nevertheless, it is not a verb, but an adjective. 

availability – seems to express a state, not a ‘person, place or thing’. But it is a noun, not a verb.  

unexpected – not so obvious that it expresses a ‘property’, but it is an adjective nonetheless. 

problem – noun, but not clear that it names a person, place or thing.  

fire – would appear to express a process, but it is not a verb in this sentence. 

On what basis do linguists say, then, that unexpected is an adjective in, implied a verb, risk a noun, ...? The 

criteria for this relate to 

 how a word can combine with other elements to form a larger word (behaves morphologically), and 

 how it can combine with other words to form larger phrases and sentences (behaves syntactically). 

 

 General distinction btw 2 types of words (before looking at individual word classes) 
 

Looking at: Jane was upset because an unexpected problem with the manual’s availability... 

Some words have a bigger role than others. Leaving out was, an, the, that, the and a – acting as 

grammatical signposts (indicate relationship between semantically more contentful words) – we’d still have 

an idea about the meaning. 

 

 Lexical Category – (a,b,c,d,e) more semantic content (open class; can make up new nouns etc) 

 Functional category – more purely grammatical role (typically form a closed class; hard to add new 

members) 

 

a. Verbs (V) (not only lexical V; functional ones = auxiliaries, copula) 

 finite Verbs (indicate tense and person) (E is poor: in present tense forms there is only 1 distinct ending –s for 3rd ps) 

recognize them by their form AND their syntactic distribution. 

 infinite verbs (to+, will+) (don’t express tense) (will tells us the tense = finite verb BUT lexical content 

doesn’t come from will/would = auxiliary verb (=functional V: helps main verb to express grammar) 

(verb that provides lexical content = main verb) 

 past participle: have travelled (perfect tense) (regular, looks finite) (have = auxiliary verb; main verb 

HERE occurs in another shape (past participle)) 

 present participle (am going, was loving) (every full sentence needs to contain a finite verb – here 

am/was… corpula…) 

 

Complete E sentences need a verb, even if it’s a dummy verb = the copula (doesn’t do anything to the meaning) 

e.g. to be as in I am ill (“exist” vs main word as in I think therefore I am) (auxiliary verb in: the train is leaving) 

the use of the copula is not universal, e.g. in Russia: Anna alike to father (she looks like her father) 

 

b. Nouns (N) 
i. Lexical Nouns 

 pluralisation (adding an s) 

BUT if something does not easily carry the plural ending, this does not necessarily mean it is not a noun. 

 mass nouns (water, gold, sand...) don’t pluralise well.  However, you can pluralise them if you individuate 

(where they refer to something that is made out of it) them (the ship sank in the waters of Ireland). 

 abstract nouns (luck, hate, anger). However: one of my hates is litter. 2 different angers. 

 

Syntactic Indicator 
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 can be combined with a determiner 
indefinite (a,an), definite (the), demonstrative (this,that,these,those) 

BUT proper nouns (names) don’t neatly fit in this category (*the Jane). Only if we add some modification to 

the noun, or a proper context, the test usually does work again: e.g., a story about Jane. This Jane... 

Note that verbs do not combine with determiners: 

 

Syntactic difference btw nouns and verbs 

 verbs can directly combine with nouns 
he examines (finite verb) 

 

 nouns can’t directly combine with other nouns 
(either noun that a noun is combined with must occur in a special form OR nouns must be linked by an 

otherwise meaningless preposition) 

Jane examination patients > need Jane’s examination of patients 

 

ii. Functional Nouns (next to all the lexical ones) 
Maybe: pronouns. In contrast to ‘normal’ nouns, these form a closed class. And they do seem to have less 

lexical content than normal nouns. 

 Personal pronoun: I, you, him, her... 

 Possessive pronoun: My, your... 

 Reflexive pronoun: myself, yourself... 

 Reciprocal pronoun: each other 

 Impersonal pronoun: one 

 

c. Adjectives 
 

 comparative 
They can be spotted morphologically by often having, next to their basic form, a comparative and 

superlative form: cold, colder, coldes 

BUT words with more than one syllable are compared with more, most! more intelligent, most intelligen 

BUT some adjectives don’t have stronger degree, thus don’t have a c and s form! dead, locked, closed 

 

Syntactic Indicator (usually an adjective can be used either way) 

o predicative adjectives (need a corpula) 
John is (c) ill. She’s beautiful. 

BUT: only alleged offender (not “the offender is...”), former present (not “the present is...”) 

 

o attributive adjectives (modifying noun) 
An ill person. A beautiful girl. 

 

d. Adverbs 
They are very much like attributive adjectives, but instead of modifying a noun, the modify a verb! 

They can usually be morphologically recognized by their –ly ending (distinguishing them from their 

corresponding adjectives! French = -ment. However, this is not the case in some LAN, e.g. German!) 

 

e. Prepositions 
both lexical and functional, somewhat closed class because it’s not easy to add new ones. 

often they have lexical content; in particular, they can express place, direction and time. 

 in Amsterdam 

 with Mary 

 to France 

 after dinner 

 before noon 

 off the wall 

 

In some LAN prepositions are actually postpositions, meaning that the noun they combine with is to their 

left instead of to their right. An example of a LAN with postpositions is Hindi: 

larki ko larki se larki par 

girl to girl from girl after 
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2. Proper Morphology (internal structure of words) 

 

a. Morphemes (smallest bits of a word that gives meaning component to a word) 
e.g. wash-able: wash: verb; able: indicates that ‘it’s possible to’ 

 Cranberry morphemes 

blueberry vs cranberry; cran doesn’t have a meaning! (meaningless morphemes are called ‘cranberry morphemes) 
 

b. Simple vs Complex Words 
simple (one morpheme): walk, dance, house, corner, green, old, sick 

complex (more morphemes, longer, particular internal structure; all parts indicate sth): puri-fy, head-hunt, 

en-large, collect-ion, build-er, sea-horse, region-al, wash-able 
 

i. Free vs bound morphemes 
free: can stand alone (simple) 

bound: can’t stand alone; affixes: green-ish, football-er, play-s 
 

 Affixes 
suffix: green-ish 

prefix: en-large, re-en-act 

circumix: ge-leef-d (Dutch; played) 

infix: n-um-asok (Tagalog; enter) 
 

ii. Different ways of making complex words 

 Compounding (combining 2 free morphemes) 
Although free morphemes can form a simplex word on their own, it is possible to combine two (or more) of 

them to create a complex word. The resultant words are compounds. sea+horse; head+strong, hand+made 

o Productivity (more in chapter 3) 

noun-noun: completely productive (take any 2 words); tree+laptop (not used BUT possible; may be absent 

from E lexicon (no current need to use them) but still allowed by the principles of E morphology!) 
 

 Affixation (involves the combination of a bound morpheme with a free morpheme) 
o Derivation: derivational affixes; make a completely new word 

(new meaning and new category) 

build+er (from V to N; from meaning ‘to build’ to meaning ‘a man who builds’) 

en+large ● industry+al ● industrial+ize 
 

 Conversion (Invisible morphology) – null affix 

0-Derivation (Conversion) doesn’t change the shape! Not affected by affixation – affixation not realised 

(not spoken); don’t see the consequences. Wide-spread process (conversion btw different categories) 

to cook (V)  – a cook (N) ● to run (V) – a run (N) ● green (adj) – a green (N) ● yellow (adj) – to yellow (V) 

bank=bank=coincidence relationship 
 

o Inflexion (inflectional affixes; provide grammatical information about word) 

E has very little inflectional morphology; N,V,adj. sometimes must carry inflectional morphology in 

particular syntactic contexts (e.g. she walks)) (certainly in other LAN!) 

work-s (verb has a 3
rd

 person sing. subject) ● work-ed (event took place in past) ● house-s (plural) 
 

Distinction btw Derivation+Inflection isn’t clear cut! e.g. prefix re-:  doesn’t change the category of the word (e.g. rebuild= verb like build, rematch= 
noun like match). It adds distinct meaning component – that of repetition; is that grammatical information? (repetitive aspect) – or is it maybe really a 

new word? We may say it’s derivational because of another aspect that distinguishes inflectional from derivational morphology, i.e. in some contexts it is 

obligatory to put inflectional affixed on certain words. There aren’t syntactic contexts in which ONLY words containing derivational morphology can 

show up. Since there aren’t syntactic contexts in which it is obligatory to put the prefix re- on a verb, we may conclude that it’s a derivational affix. 

 

 Null affixes 

Inflectional affixes for 1
st
 + 2

nd
 person verbs in E happen to be null affixes. 

It’s not easy to decide whether an affix is just absent from a LAN or whether it’s a null affix. However, if 

there are overt affixes for a partic. inflectional category in a LAN, e.g. for ‘person’ or ‘tense’, it makes 

sense to assume that for those values of this category that aren’t expressed by a visible affix, we are dealing 

with a null affix. ● When there aren’t any affixes for a partic. category, it may well be that inflectional 

category is absent from the LAN altogether. (e.g. E doesn’t have inflection for mood) 
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iii. Combination/reiteration of compounding, derivation and inflection – TREE DIAGRAM 
C/R creates complex words of 3+ morphemes. E.g. teach(V)+suffix er=teacher (N); 

school+=schoolteacher. +pluralise with inflectional suffix s=schoolteachers. 

The internal structure of such complex words can be transparently represented by a 

tree diagram (visual means to indicate what the internal structure is). This shows the 

particular built-up of a complex word. (e.g. teacher is initially structured, 

consisting of a V and the affix –er) (the tree is actually upside down; the top node 

being the root and the tree branching out downwards) 

(in syntax, tree diagrams can be used to visualise the internal structure of complex phrases and sentences) 

 

Some complex words can be structurally ambiguous. This means that they have two different meanings, 

which correspond to a different internal structuring of the word. (e.g. bank account + manager vs bank + 

account manager). These different meanings correspond to two different tree structures  

 

3. Compounding and Derivation 

We saw that it’s possible to combine 2 free morphemes to make 1 complex word, a compound. In 

principle, the 2 morphemes can be of any lexical category. Many different combinations of lexical 

categories can be found in E compounds: 
N+N (bathroom) 

A+N (high school) 

P+N (afterthought) 

V+N (swearword, rattlesnake) 

 

N+A (pan-fry) 

A+A (widespread) 

P+A (underripe) 

V+A = arbitrary lexical gap. DOES 

EXIST, e.g. Dutch = brand new. 

N+A (pan-fry) 

A+V (whitewash) 

P+V (overreact) 

V+V (stirfry) 

Some of the combinations are more productive than others, meaning that it is easier to coin new compounds of 

that type. E.g. the N+N type is completely productive: any 2-noun-combination is a possible compound of E. 
 

At the other extreme, V+A combinations do not seem to occur at all. This is an arbitrary gap in the E 

lexicon: a look at other LAN (e.g. Dutch) reveals that there is nothing wrong with a V+A compound. 
 

The resulting meaning of the combination of two morphemes is largely unpredictable. Consider the V+N 

compounds, for example. The meaning relation between the two parts is different in each case. A rattlesnake 

is a snake that rattles, but a swearword is not a word that swears, it is a word with which someone swears. 

There is one constant in the meaning relation btw left-hand part and right-hand part, however. In all 

cases, the whole compound is an instance of the class of things that the right-hand part of the 

compound refers to. Thus, a rattlesnake is a type of snake, to colour-code is type of coding, and honey-

sweet is a subcategory of sweet. In short, it’s a “IS A” relation between a compound and its right-hand 

member. Another related observation: the lexical category to which a compound belongs is determined 

by the category of its right-hand member in E: 

 

a. Endocentric Compounds (with head) 
The right side determines category! Right-hand head rule! 

Stress on left side = tells us that this is a compound word and not e.g. syntactic phase like “blue cheese” 

(stress on right side). Left side is more important. 
 

RHrule is NOT universal! E.g. French = timbre poste; blue ciel (sky blue) = LEFT-hand head rule! 
 

Syntax: the head of a complex word/phrase is that element in the word/phrase that determines the categorical properties of the whole word/phrase. 

 

b. Exocentric compound (compounds WITHOUT head; refer to type of sth) 
sabretooth (whole expresses sth, nothing is a sub type of either compound part) ● redneck ● skinhead 

 

c. Synthetic compounds (only show up in combination with derivation) 
Some compounds can only show up when they are derived further with a derivational affix.  

truck-driv-er, dish-wash-er; given their meaning (‘someone who drives trucks’, 

‘something that washes dishes’), these would appear to be structured like this  

So they seem to be derivations of N-V compounds. But these particular N-V 

compounds do not occur on their own in E: *to truck-drive, *to dish-wash (same for: blue-eyed *blúe-eye) 

Synthetic compounds are combinations of compounding and derivation. To distinguish ‘ordinary’ 

compounds (those that can occur without being combined with a derivational affix) from them, they are 

called root compounds. (The root of a word is the form the word has when it has not undergone any 

morphological derivation). 
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 What’s the head of a derived word? Derivation (-er sound = noun!?) 

 

Prefix – doesn’t change the category of a word. So the head is on the right side. 

concernN – un-concernN 

matchN – re-matchN 

tieV – un-tieV 

paintV – re-paintV 

happyA – un-happyA 

 

Suffix – DO change category of word! So the head is on the right side. 

-er = N ● ify = V ● -able =A 

-er (N) 

to swímV – swímm-erN 

to síngV – síng-erN 

-ify (V) 

sólidA – solíd-ifyV 

gloryN – glóry-ifyV 

-able (A) 

to dóV – dó-ableA 

to dispénseV – dispénse-ableA 

 

Stress is on the left! so all morphology, not only compounds, are endocentric compounds (have right heads) 

 

Exceptions 
● Prefixes: (de-, en- and be-) 

throneN – de-throneV slaveN – en-slaveV cloudN – be-cloudV 

 

 2 classes of affixes: Class 1 versus Class 2 affixes: 

Class 1-affixes: stress-attracting (sólid – solíd-ify ● íllustrate – illustrát-ion ● jústify – justifý-able) 

they change the stress pattern of the word, so that the main stress is shifted to a syllable closer to/in the affix. 
 

Class 2-affixes: stress-neutral (stándard – stándard-ize ● defénsive – defénsive-ness ● pénny – pénny-less) 

 

This division cuts across the category – changing vs. non-category changing affix divide! 

 

It has been proposed that this different behaviour can be accounted for if it is assumed that the processes of 

class-I and class-II affixation and the rules that determine word stress are ordered with respect to one 

another. In particular, class-I affixation is said to apply before the stress-rules, while class-II affixation is 

ordered after it. Thus, class-II affixation applies too late to influence the word’s stress pattern: 

 

= attachment of class-I affixes  stress rules  attachment of class-II affixes 

 

So all class-II affixation takes place after all class-I affixation! So the prediction is that class-II affixes 

should always occur outside of class-I affixes, never the other way around! (stress doesn’t change) 

express-ionI-lessII reason-ableI-nessII *fear-lessII-ityI *tender-nessII-ifyI 
 

However, there are some apparent counterexamples to this: develop-mentII-alI (stress changes) 
 

Moreover, there are many more ordering restrictions between affixes in E that do not follow from the 

class-I versus class-II distinction. E.g. the suffix -ic, mainly seems to attach to words that are derived with -

ist first. It seems as if affixes can impose certain demands on the type of host they want to attach to: they 

can select for a particular host. 

 

 Allomorphy (the same morpheme can have different shapes) 

The selectional demands of an affix can also be such that the word it attaches to must occur in a particular 

form, different from the one in which that word occurs on its own. E.g, pluralise index: index – indic-es 

Clearly, we do not want to say that indic is a different noun from index – rather, it is the form this noun 

takes when the plural suffix is added. In such cases, where there are alternative realizations of the same 

morpheme, we speak of allomorphy (the same morpheme can have different shapes). Thus, index and indic 

are allomorphs of the same morpheme. 

Affixes themselves can also have allomorphs. E.g., the deverbal nominalising suffix -er (e.g. work-er) 

occurs as -or in some latinate forms: translate-or, instruct-or 

It should be noted that in some cases the host need not be an independently existing word (possibility we 

considered in connection with synthetic compounds). As noted, the suffix -ic mainly wants to attach to 

nouns derived in -ist. But in some instances, the -ist noun in question does not occur independently: 

spiritual – *spiritual-ist – spiritual-ist-ic ● surreal – *surreal-ist – surreal-ist-ic 
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4. Inflectional Morphology 

Inflectional morphology expresses some grammatical property of the word it attaches to. 

Here, we’ll consider what sort of properties can be expressed by inflectional morphology, as well as the 

forms that such morphology can take. 

 

 Agreement 

We already encountered one type of inflectional morphology in E. When a sentence has a 3
rd

 p sing. subject, 

the finite verb in the sentence will carry a suffix (-s) that indicates this (she always sings a song). 

Apparently, then, there is a type of inflectional morphology that shows up on one category but that is 

determined by particular grammatical features of a different category in the same sentence. This type 

of inflection is known as agreement (so verb agrees with subject for person and number) 

Agreement is a form of cross-reference between different parts of a sentence or phrase. Agreement 

happens when a word changes form depending on the other words it relates to. 

In E, -s is the only overt agreement affix (see lecture on possibility of null affixes). Some other LAN have 

richer agreement morphology; there are more distinct affixes for the various person+number combinations. 

 

Inflectional agreements exist for ● person, ● number ● gender ● case ● tense ● mood... 

An inflection can be overt (seen by suffix) or covert 

Conjugation is the inflection of verbs; declension is the inflection of nouns, adjectives and pronouns. 

 

a. Subject-Verb agreement 

i. Verb agreement for person and number 

 Rich, e.g. French (je dors, tu dors, il dort, nous dormons, vous dormez, ils dorment) 

 Poor, e.g. Danish (invariable suffix on the verb; jeg hør-er ‘I hear’ vi hør-er ‘we hear’...) 

Afrikaans (verb isn’t affixed at all; ek werk ‘I work’ ons werk ‘we work...’) 

verbform doesn’t vary at all when different subjects are used; here it would seem as if these 

LAN simply doesn’t have subject-verb agreement) 

 

There are even LAN that express a third number value, the so-called dual (nr of subject is exactly two; 

either speaker+listener (inclusive dual) or speaker+other person (exclusive dual)). 

 

ii. Agreement for the object 

A verb can not only agree with the subjects but also with the object. (e.g. Chilean LAN Mapudungun: Pe-fi-

n inche metawe = see-3sing-1sing I vessel = I see the vessel). Some LAN have one agreement marker on the 

verb which expresses the features of the subject, and in other sentences those of the object (usually determined by a 

person hierarchy – whichever of the subject/object has the ‘highest’ person feature will control the agreement marker on the verb, where 1st person 

rank higher than 2nd persons, and 2nd higher than 3rd – such systems can be found in some native North-American LAN) 

 

 Hungarian – definiteness 

complicated system: Verb agrees with the subject or person and number (as in E) and the suffix also depends 

on the object in the clause – if there is any, whether it’s definite or not. So Hungarian has two distinct 

paradigms for subject-verb agreement; one for sentences with a definite object, and one for sentences 

without. (Paradigm = set of inflectional affixes that express the various values a particular grammatical 

feature can have (or the values that a combination of features such as person and number can have)). 

e.g. verb to love (szeretni) in sentences... 

with definite object without definite object 

singular plural singular plural 

szeret-em szeret-jük szeret-ek szeret-ünk 

szeret-ed szeret-itek szeret-sz szeret-tek 

szeret-i  szeret-ik szeret  szeret -nek 

This illustrates that agreement can also be sensitive to different features than just person and number, in this 

case definiteness. 
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b. Agreement for different categories 

 Agreement between adjectives+nouns (related to number and gender) 
There can be agreement between different categories than just verbs and nouns. It involves agreement 

between adjectives and nouns. E.g. in French, an attributive adjective agrees with the noun it modifies 

with respect to the following features: its number, and its gender (divides nouns in classes). (E doesn’t have 

a gender as a grammatical category). e.g. la fleur grande; les fleurs grandes; le fils grand; les fils grands. 

 

 Agreement between nouns and verb forms (related to gender) 
Agreement for gender can not only occur between nouns and adjectives, but also between nouns and some 

verb forms such as past participles: 

French: elle est allée; nous (fem) sommes allées 

Serbo-Croat: Ov-a star-a knjiga je pal-a ● this-FEM.SG old-FEM.SG book(FEM.SG) is fallen-FEM.SG 

 

 Agreement between nouns and nominal possessors 
Icelandic: Bræður mín-ir b. Systur mín-ar ● brothers my-MASC.PL sisters my-FEM.PL 

 

c. Types of inflection that don’t express an agreement relation 
 

i. Verbs – Mood 
In some LAN verbs are inflected for mood. 

 Indicative = fact 

  Subjunctive = wish, a possibility, hope (E doesn’t have 

inflectional morphology for mood; but expresses this category 

with help of some auxiliary verbs (could, will, would, shall, 

might...); remainder is “if I were... I would...”) 

e.g. Spanish “decir” (to say) 

 Imperative = command (Do it! – listener is always the same, so it looks like the verb is in the infinitive 

form because the subject is left out; this is distinctive for E ) 

 

ii. Verbs – Verbal inflection expresses tense 
E has some tense morphology; the tense affix –ed – but the paucity of inflection in E has the domain of 

expressing past tense. In other tenses it’s the same as with mood that E uses auxiliary verbs (not inflection) 

(have, will) (periphrastic construction – a construction in which an auxiliary element occurs besides the main 

verb; it’s the verb that is inflected for past/present tense that is inflected for agreement) 

In Latin, for example, the inflections are used just as in the past tense: (Present Past) 
laud_ ‘I praise’ ● laud__bam ‘I praised’ ● laud_s ‘you praise’ laud__b_s ‘you praised’ ● laudat ‘s/he praises’ laud__bat ‘s/he praised’ ● laud__mus 

‘we praise’ laud_b__mus ‘we praised’ ● laud__tis ‘you(pl) praise’ laud_b__tis ‘you(pl) praised’ ● laudant ‘they praise’ laud__bant ‘they praised’ 

 

In a few LAN, non-tensed verb forms such as participles or infinitives can show agreement as well, as in 

the following example from Hungarian (with a 3rd person singular agreement affix -a on the infinitive 

bevallani): Kellemetlen volt Jánosnak az igazságot bevalla-ni-a ● unpleasant was John the truth admit-INF-3SG 

‘It was unpleasant for John to admit the truth.’ 

 

d. Inflection on Nouns 
i. Inflection for number 

In E, nouns can be inflected for number: a plural noun gets an inflectional suffix, most often –s. 

 

ii. Inflection for case (not present in modern E) 
Nouns come in three genders in German – der, die, das 

Nominative = Subject case der Mann 

Genitive = Posessor case (noun also changes; -es) des Mannes 

Dative = Indirect Object case dem Mann 

Accusative = Direct Object case den Mann 

The articles change according to in which case the word is. The different form of the determiners here is an 

instance of case morphology, morphology that expresses the grammatical function of a noun phrase.  

In German, except for the Genitive case, only the determiners express the case. In many other LAN, case 

inflection is on the nouns themselves.  

Indicative paradigm Subjunctive 

dig-o dec-imos dig-a dig-amos 

dic-es dec-ís dig-as dig-áis 

dic-e dic-en dig-a dig-an 
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Also, the number of cases distinguished in a LAN can exceed 4, e.g. Finish: 13 cases. noun talo ‘house’ 
1 Nominative talo house (subject) 

2 Genitive talon of a house 

3 Accusative talon house (certain direct objects) 

4 Partitive taloa house (certain direct objects, certain subjects) 

5 Essive talona as a house 

6 Translative taloksi to a house (fig.) 

7 Inessive talossa in a house 

8 Elative talosta out of a house…. 

In German, it doesn’t matter whether the verb is a transitive verb (taking an object) or intransitive verb 

(not taking an object) – the subjects receiving the nominative is the same. Der Mann las. Der Mann las den Artikel. 

In some LAN, however, the subject of an intransitive verb gets the same case as the object of a transitive 

verb, rather than the same case as the transitive subject. This is the so-called absolutive case. In contrast, the 

subject of a transitive verb receives its own distinctive case, the ergative case. e.g. Yup’ik (Inuit): 
Arnaq yurartuq. woman-ABS dances  Angutem tangrraa arnaq.  man-ERG sees woman-ABS ‘The man sees the woman’. 

 

e. Ablaut (Nonconcatenative morphology) – vowel change in the stem 
So far, almost all the examples of inflectional morphology we have discussed involved affixation. 

(noun/verb/adjective receive particular inflectional affix) However, the morphology of a LAN can involve 

different means to inflect a word as well. E.g., consider for example the past tense of ‘strong’ verbs in E, 

such as to break, to steal, to sing: *break-ed broke ● *steal-ed stole ● *sing-ed sung 

Instead of taking the suffix –ed, these verbs form their past tense by changing the vowel in the stem. Since 

this vowel change expresses exactly the same thing as the inflectional affix –ed, namely past tense, it is to be 

regarded as an instance of inflectional morphology. This process (vowel change in stem) = ablaut. 
It is an older process. In modern E ablaut is the exception rather than the rule.  

 

i. Stuppletion (word in past is unrelated to word in present) 
In a few instances there is no phonological connection whatsoever between the stem allomorph of a verb 

in the present tense and the allomorph used in the past tense. A case in point in E are the past tenses of to 

be and of to go: *be-ed *bong/*bung/*bang was ● *go-ed *gone (as past tense) went 

In such cases, where a morphological process is expressed by replacing the stem with an entirely 

different stem, we speak of suppletion. Note that the verb to be shows suppletion not only in its tense 

paradigm, but also in its agreement paradigm, where the infinitive form be doesn’t show up at all: I am, 

you are, he is, we/you/they are. The verb ‘to be’ shows such irregular morphological behaviour in many 

other LAN as well. It is not accidental, it happens in very common words. 
 

ii. Syncretism (forms are ALL the same in past tense, they SHARE a form. 

not homonymy because irregular forms work like that, too. very common across LAN.) 

Within an inflectional paradigm, it can be the case that the same affix is used for different values of the 

inflectional category that that paradigm expresses. Whereas in the Italian agreement paradigm in every value of 

the person and number combination is expressed by a different affix, in the E paradigm all person/nr 

combinations except 3
rd

 p.sing are expressed by the same form, the stem form without a (visible) affix. 

Also, consider what happens with agreement in the past tense in E. Here, there is no distinction for 

person/number at all anymore. In such cases we speak of syncretism: the use of the same morphological 

form for different values of the category expressed by the paradigm. This can be the result of different affixes 

accidentally having the same form. There are cases in which different free morphemes happen to have the 

same form (so called homonymy, on which more in the semantics module; an example is constituted by the two 

different nouns that both have the same form bank, one referring to the side of a river and the other to a 

financial institution). If this is possible for free morphemes, we expect it can happen with affixes as well. 

However, in some cases syncretism is more systematic than just being the result of different affixes 

accidentally having the same form. Consider the E past tense: .As noted, there is paradigm-wide syncretism for 

agreement, e.g. I walk-ed, you walk-ed,... It is very unlikely that this is a consequence of there accidentally 

being six different agreement suffixes with the same form -ed, for the following reason: irregular verbs show 

exactly the same behaviour. Those verbs that form their past tense by ablaut, and even those verbs that undergo 

suppletion in the past tense, also don’t have a distinctive 3
rd

 pers.sing. past tense form: I rang, you rang, she 

rang,... This, therefore, is not an accidental property of individual verbs or individual suffixes, but rather a 

systematic property of the E past tense paradigm: in the past tense, the person distinctions that are there in 

the present tense are neutralized. In the E past tense, verbs are just not inflected for person agreement at all. 
E past tense can be used as well to make a final point. The regular way to form the past tense is to add the –ed suffix. Since this is the 

regular way to form the past tense, it is plausible to assume that the grammar that speakers of E subconsciously apply when speaking the 

LAN somewhere has it listed that the suffix –ed expresses past tense, while the morphological component of that grammar allows the 

combination of this morpheme with a verb. The alternative would be to assume that all past tense forms, of each and every individual 

verb, are listed as such in the E lexicon. This is not only a less economical assumption, but it also can’t very well explain that E speakers 

are perfectly well capable of forming new past tenses from nonsense words on the spot by combining them with –ed. As a speaker of E, 

you only have to know that glubber is a verb to know that its past tense is glubbered, even if you do not have the faintest idea of what 

this word is supposed to mean and have never heard it before. 
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iii. Blocking (general phenomenon; 2 forms compete, specific one wins (de=general, went=specific) 
*need to learn the ablaut 

However, a problem arises now: if there is a general rule of past tense formation in E morphology that 

says ‘combine the stem of a verb with –ed and you get its past tense’, what is to stop this rule from 

applying to irregular verbs like to ring or to go? In other words, why is there no free variation between 

rang and ringed, and between went and goed? The answer lies in a deeply fundamental property of natural 

LAN (already discussed by the Sanskrit grammarian Panini in about the 5th century BC): Blocking A more specific form blocks a 

less specific form. If a form expresses a superset of the features expressed by another form, then in all cases 

where that more specific form can be used, it must be used. The more specific form blocks the use of the 

less specific form. The less specific form is used only in those circumstances where the more specific form 

cannot be used. The less specific form is therefore also referred to as the elsewhere form (Elsewhere 

Principle). 

Consider the past tense of to go. The E lexicon contains a form went which is specified as ‘past tense of to 

go’ and a form –ed which is specified as ‘past tense’. Since the former is more specific than the latter, use 

of the latter is blocked whenever the former can be used, so in the past tense of to go. As a result, *goed 

is indeed ruled out. 

As another example, consider the formation of comparative adjectives in E. There is a dedicated morpheme 

that derives comparatives, namely –er, as in warmer, faster... Since this form is specifically listed as 

‘comparative’, it will block descriptions such as *more warm, more fast...  

However, there is a phonological restriction on the use of –er: it cannot attach to certain words containing 

more than 2 syllables. Precisely in those cases, we see the elsewhere form (in this case the syntactic 

description) appearing: *beautifuller, *comfortabler = more beautiful, more comfortable 

 

5. Morphological LAN variation 

a. Portmanteau morphemes (inflection-affixation) a single morph which represents two or more morphemes 

i. Agglutination: Combination of affixes; combine the morphemes that express the separate categories; affix after the other 
In the E verbal agreement paradigm, there is no plural number affix; all plural forms look the same as the 

first and second person singular forms. In a LAN like German, this is different: plural number of the subject 

is expressed by adding the suffix –en to the verb: 

Ich arbeite (sg) ● Wir arbeit-en (pl) 

The past tense of a verb in German is formed in a way similar to that in E, by adding a suffix with a dental 

sound in it, namely –te: 

Ich arbeite-te (past) 

What happens with the inflectional morphology on the verb in case it is both plural and in the past tense. 

The answer is very simple: we just combine the plural suffix with the past tense suffix. 

Wir arbeite-te-(e)n (past-plural) 

(another good example is Turkish, Japanese) 

 

ii. Fusion: Use of a new morpheme that expresses the combined categories simultaneously (affix 

expresses not this and that but more in one affix); esp. in Roman LAN 
It is, certainly not always the case that the combination of two or more different inflectional categories is 

expressed by a combination of the affixes that are used to express these categories separately. Consider for 

example the word for ‘city’ in Serbo-Croat. 

masculine singular: grad (city) 

pluralised: grad-ovi (suffix –ovi=plural nr + GENDER!) 

accusative case: grad-ove 
 

neuter singular selo (village) 

plural sela (*selovi) 

Morphemes of this type, which express more than one grammatical category simultaneously, are often 

referred to as portmanteau morphemes. 

The above shows that we can distinguish two ways in which a combination of inflectional categories can 

be expressed. Thus, LAN can be classified as being either agglutinative or fusional in nature. Note, though, 

that both processes can occur within a single LAN. 

 

iii. Isolating type 
In addition to the agglutinative type and the fusional type, a third type of LAN is often distinguished, the so-

called isolating type. An isolating LAN is a LAN that shows an almost complete lack of inflectional 

morphology. Examples are (varieties of) Chinese and Vietnamese. 
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b. Polysynthetic LAN (amount of fusion, agglutination….; 1 word expresses many separate words; bound morphology) 
Sometimes a fourth type of LAN is included in this typology, namely polysynthetic LAN. However, the 

defining property of such LAN doesn’t really concern the way in which they apply morphology (whether 

they are agglutinative/fusional), but rather how much they apply morphological processes. 

Many grammatical relations that are expressed by combining words in E (by syntactic constructions) are 

expressed by combining morphemes in these LAN (by morphological constructions). In some cases a 

whole sentence in E can be ‘telescoped’ into a single complex word, e.g. Chukchi: 
Men-neki-ure-qepl-uwicwen-mek ● 1PL-IMPERATIVE-night-long-ball-play-1PL ‘Let us play ball for a long time at night.’ 

 

Let’s take a closer look at the things that a polysynthetic LAN can express with morphological means. 

i. Noun incorporation 
First of all, in E it is impossible to combine a verb and a noun that functions as its direct object into a root 

compound, as we noted before in connection with synthetic compounds. Although there are a few apparent 

examples such as to brainwash, the noun is not really the direct object of the verb here, as is clear from the 

fact that the compound verb can still take another direct object: they brainwashed the victim. Typically, 

however, in a polysynthetic LAN, such noun incorporation is possible, as in this Southern Tiwa example: 

Yede a-seuan-m_-ban ● that 2SG-man-see-PAST ‘You saw that man.’ 

Note that the demonstrative pronoun yede ‘that’, which is outside the word, refers to the noun seuan ‘man’ 

inside the word. This possibility, to refer to elements inside a word with pronouns outside the word, is 

also typical for polysynthetic LAN (in E, this is impossible!*She is the schoolteacher of this (does not mean 

the same as ‘she is the teacher of this school’)) 

 

ii. Verb incorporation 
Similarly, polysynthetic LAN allow verb incorporation. For example, when you want to express that some 

event is caused by someone or something in E, you use a separate causative verb, besides the verb that 

expresses the event: Sue made Harry buy that book (to make so do sth) 

In the Bantu LAN Chichewa it is possible to incorporate the main verb into the causative verb, so that the 

two form one complex word: Mtsikana anau-gw-ets-a mtsuko. ● girl AGREEMENT-fall-made-ASPECT 

waterpot ‘The girl made the waterpot fall’ 

 

iii. Adjective/Adverb incorporation 
For good measure, adjectives and adverbs can incorporate, too, in polysynthetic LAN. Here is an example 

from Yimas (a Papuan LAN), with the adverb kiak ‘tomorrow’ incorporated into a verb: 

Tpwi i-kay-a-pan-kiak. sago-PLURAL PLURALOBJECT-1PLURALSUBJECT-DEFINITE-pound-tomorrow 

‘We will pound sago tomorrow.’ 

 

iv. Subject-Object agreement 
There is obligatory agreement morphology on the verb for both subjects and objects. (The only exception to 

this is that in some cases there need not be agreement with an incorporated noun that functions as object). (see e.g. above). 

Since it can thus be indicated by a variety of morphological means what the verb’s S and O are (namely by 

obligatory agreement morphemes and/or by incorporation of the object into the verb), the syntactic ways of 

doing this become less important in a sense. Typically, then, it is optional in a polysynthetic LAN to have a S 

or P in the sentence, and if such phrases occur, the word order is very free. Thus, (b) is as grammatical a 

sentence in the Athapascan LAN Navajo as (a) is, even though (b) consists of just one word, the complex verb. 

a. At’ééd ashkii yiyii-tsa. ● girl boy 3SGOBJECT-3SGSUBJECT-saw ‘The girl saw the boy.’ 

b. Yiyii-tsa. ● 3SGOBJECT-3SGSUBJECT-saw ‘She/he saw her/him.’ 
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c. Nonconcatenative morphology (modifying the form of the stem) 
 

Back to how LAN apply morphology, rather than how much. 

The agglutinative/fusional distinction is based on one particular way of expressing inflection, namely by 

affixation. There also exist certain other types of inflectional morphology. Instead of being expressed by 

affixation, inflectional morphology can involve a vowel change in the stem (ablaut) or even the use of a 

completely different allomorph of the stem (suppletion). Such types of morphology, which are not based 

on combining stems and affixes but on modifying the form of the stem,=nonconcatenative morphology. 
 

i. Root-and-Pattern (arrangement of consonants) Morphology 
An interesting sort of nonconcatenative morphology is found in Semitic LAN such as Hebrew and Arabic. 

Here, a word consists of a combination of two things. First, a particular combination of consonants, the so-

called root of the word. Second, a particular pattern of vowels that gets inserted into the consonant 

combination. For example, the root for ‘write’ in Arabic is k-t-b. This root can be morphologically derived or 

inflected by changing the vowel pattern inside the consonant combination 

kataba ‘wrote’ ● yaktubu ‘writes’ ● kitab ‘book’ ● kutub ‘books’ ● maktaba ‘library’ 

 

 

d. Concatentative type (combining stems and affixes) 

i. Reduplication 
A final distinctive type of morphology to be discussed is of the concatenative type again. However, it is 

concatenative in a peculiar way. Instead of adding a distinct affix to a stem to express a particular 

morphological category, it adds a morpheme to the stem that doubles part or all of the stem (although it 

need not always be completely identical, there can be a vowel change for instance). Examples: 

 perfect tense of verbs in Classical Greek 

grapho ge-grapha 

‘I write’ ‘I have written’ 

lúo lé-luka 

‘I loosen’ ‘I have loosened’ 

 the plural of nouns in Indonesian 

anak anak-anak 

‘child’ ‘children’ 

gunung gunung-gunung 

‘mountain’ ‘mountains’ 

 the progressive or iterative aspect of verbs in Afrikaans 

 huil huil-huil 

‘cry’ ‘crying’ 

speel speel-speel 

‘play’ ‘playing’ 


